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A FEBRUARY. THOUGHT.
In stern resistance of the Storm K ing’s might 
The mountains stand alone;
His fiercest blasts are powerless to move 
Those steadfast hearts of stone.
The snows which seek to chill their mighty breasts 
Are turned, by sunset glow,
Into a splendid robe of rosy light 
To cheer the world below.
The moral—if a moral may be made 
From such a little song—
We, too, may be as steadfast as the hills 
When all the world goes wrong.
For e ’en the February winds that blow 
Doubtless for good are sent;
And chilling snows have always rosy lights 
When shone on by content.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA.
When the Montana State Legislature established the University 
of Montana at Missoula, about fifteen years ago, a College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences was provided for as the foundation for subsequent 
development of professional schools.
The exact language of the Act is as follow s:
11 There shall be established the following colleges or departments, 
to-w it:
f4 First, a Preparatory Department.
‘ ? Second, a Department of Literature, Science and the Arts.
“ Third, such professional and technical colleges as may from 
time to time be added to or connected therewith. ”
The Legislature acted wisely in recognizing the fact that a Col­
lege of Liberal Arts is the natural and essential foundation for a real 
university. From this progress by addition of technical and profes­
sional schools is natural and easy; while the reverse process, develop­
ment from such schools as a foundation, is unnatural and difficult. 
Our greatest American universities, Harvard and Yale for examples, 
were established as Colleges of Liberal Arts and their conversion 
into universities is a recent development.
The recognition of such colleges as the proper foundation and 
preparation for professional schools was strongly emphasized by an 
action of the National Association of State Universities at the last 
meeting of their presidents held in New York. The report of a com­
mittee on the standardizing of state universities recommended that at 
least two years’ work in a standard College of Liberal Arts be required 
for admission to all technical and professional schools. This report 
was unanimously adopted.
Some of our leading law and medical schools now require for 
admission a Baccalaureate degree, or other evidence of work equiva­
lent to a full four-years’ course in a College of Liberal Arts. But 
scarcely any other kind of professional schools require for entrance 
anything beyond the standard High School preparation for entrance 
to Liberal Arts colleges. So most of our American universities will 
have to make a decided advance in requirements for entrance to some 
of their professional schools, in order to reach the standard set by the 
National Association.
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To dwell at such length upon the primacy in a university of the 
College of Liberal Arts, as the representative of general culture, may 
seem a superfluous digression in a Kaimin article. So it would be 
were it not for the fact that certain young men, in the superior wis­
dom of their youth and inexperience, decry the importance of general 
cutlure and look with slightly veiled contempt upon anything outside 
of the narrow field of a technical school. It is well for them to know 
what the presidents of our state universities think about educational 
values. These youthful critics may accept as worthy of respect the 
judgment of such a council of their elders.
At the beginning of the University of Montana, a School of Engi­
neering was established as accessory and subordinate to the prescribed 
College of Liberal Arts. The time has come for the establishment 
of other professional schools. At the December meeting of the State 
Board of Education, President Duniway recommended the establish­
ment of Schools of Forestry and of Law. The State Board authorized 
the School of Forestry, whose work has begun this semester. In the 
present Legislature a bill has been introduced by Mr. Clayberg, pro­
viding for a School of Law at the University and making an appro­
priation for its maintenance. Whether this bill passes or not, there is 
no doubt that a law school will be established here soon.
Two other schools of much importance, though less mentioned, 
should be established as soon as circumstances permit. These are 
Schools of Pharmacy and of Medicine. A School of Pharmacy could 
be so easily started in connection with the present Chemistry depart­
ment that it should be begun very soon. Such a school is a natural 
outgrowth of the Chemistry department of the State University and 
its establishment has been delayed too long already.
A Medical School is a much more serious undertaking; one whose 
accomplishment lies in a more remote future than that of the other 
schools.
The success of technical and professional schools depends in part 
upon favorable environment. For some schools, Schools of Medicine 
for example, the right environment is absolutely essential. When in 
their wisdom or unwisdom the Montana Solons partially dismembered 
the State University and located the disjecta membra in widely dif­
ferent parts of the state, they located in Missoula the institution 
which should provide the College of Liberal Arts, the central, funda­
mental and most important part of a university. To this institution,.
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as indicative of its relative importance in their opinion and intent, 
they gave the exclusive right to the name c c University of M o n ta n a5 
and also the right of establishing technical and professional schools, 
as they might be demanded and provided for.
Did they act wisely in this location ? Can Missoula furnish a 
favorable environment for professional schools? One may say with­
out doubt or question that Missoula has become one of the best places 
in the United States for a great School of Forestry. Situated in the 
midst of great National forests, the headquarters of one of the six 
divisions of the National Forestry Service, a service whose managers 
are anxious to promote Forestry Schools and lend their active assist­
ance to such schools—so situated, Missoula offers an environment for 
a School of Forestry unsurpassable anywhere in the United States. 
As the seat of an important judicial district of the state, the center of 
the greatest amount of*legal business of any place in Western Mon­
tana, Missoula furnishes at least a good environment for a Law 
School.
For a Medical School, Missoula, with its two fine hospitals, fur­
nishes as good opportunities as any place in Montana.
Were the question of a University of Montana now for the firs;; 
time opened for discussion and decision concerning establishment and 
location, one could scarcely doubt that one institution only should 
be established to include as departments the present institutions, and 
that this consolidated institution should be located at the State Capital, 
where it would be in direct touch with the Legislature, the Board of 
Education and all the executive officers of the state. But under 
existing conditions in Montana, conditions from which there seems 
to be no escape, it is fortunate that Missoula furnishes so good an 
environment as it does for the State University and for the profes­
sional schools to be developed.
The University of Montana is at a critical point of its history. 
With proper support it will rapidly develop into an institution fully  
worthy of its name, and become a source of honor and good to the 
whole state. The dropping of the Preparatory Department and the 
consequent advancement of standards made possible by concentration 
on exclusively college work, require better equipment of buildings, 
libraries and laboratories. These essentials can be easily supplied. 
One thing only is lacking, the undivided support of the whole state 
This granted, all else will follow.
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Let the people of Montana realize the greatness of the work the 
University has to do, as expressed in the following quotation from 
dhe 1909 report of Chancellor Strong of the University of Kansas, 
.and they will not grudge the means for its accomplishment:
“ The university in its very nature is a generally inclusive insti­
tution, covering the whole field of human knowledge, so far as it 
relates to higher education. ’ ’
There should be no division of sentiment in Montana through 
Jealous care for the institutions located at different places. These 
have each their limited field and within that field they should have 
loyal and hearty support.
Let the whole state unite in loyalty to each institution and give 
to each efficient support, according to their relative importance. By 
so doing the interests of all will be best promoted.
— W. M. A.
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A ROMANCE IN THE LEGISLATURE.
It was a brisk morning in February. The sun gilded the white 
dome of the Capitol building and turned the frosted pavement around 
the State House into a narrow sheet of sparkling jewels. There was 
a hint of spring in the air,—just enough to make the world look bright 
and the other fellow not such a bad sort after all.
A street car came whizzing up and a group of legislators swung 
from the steps, laughing and joking, jolly as school boys, for it was 
early and their legislative cares were still in the sub-conscious train 
of thought.
On the floor of the House a group of pretty committee clerks 
and several representatives were making merry before the hard day’s 
work, which would probably extend far into the night.
“ Hi there, Robinson,” called a member from Winston, to the 
big fellow from Cumberland. “ I ’ll swap committees with you. ’ ’
“ W hat’s that?” said Robinson looking up, startled.
“ I ’ll trade committees. It isn ’t fair for you fellows to have the 
handsomest committee clerk in the House,” answered the member 
from Winston, dodging a roll of paper.
“ Your brilliant intellectual and legislative powers are showing 
off to good advantage where you are, my boy. That appropriation 
committee couldn’t do without you,” said Robinson, pulling himself 
to his feet and strolling toward the merry group where witty repartee 
was coming and going thick and fast.
“ Say there, Robinson, you’re getting too smart for a mere single 
m an; you ought to be married,” called out Hale, another member.
“ L et’s fix  him right here,” said a member from a backwoods 
county. “ Stand up Miss Bond,” he called to the pretty clerk of 
Robinson’s committee. Miss Bond, who had kept the group laughing 
at her witty remarks, started to beat a hasty retreat, but a slow, 
quiet member from a northern county, calmly but firmly escorted her 
back to where Robinson was hemmed in.
A page came running with the Chaplain’s Bible. Hale straight­
ened his face and threw back his shoulders. “ O, where’s the ring?” 
he called, and amid a burst of laughter some one handed him a ring, 
and he began the solemn marriage service.
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A few more of the representatives had arrived by this time and 
hearing of the fun had joined the group.
“ Who is it? ” whispered one. “ Robinson, that solemn old owl, 
as I liv e ! ’ ’ He ’ll have to treat the House. ’ |
“ I hereby proclaim ye man and w ife,” thundered Hale, while 
the group burst into a storm of applause.
“ Say there, Hale, this is too good. Y ou’re a Justice of the 
Peace, aren’t you?” called some one.
| | Sure! ’ ’ said Hale.
Miss Bond and Robinson looked into each other’s startled faces, 
then at Hale before they understood. Miss Bond gave a startled gasp, 
threw her hands over her blushing face and ran towards her com­
mittee room, while Robinson and the rest burst into peal after peal 
of laughter.
That night after they had adjourned, Robinson “ set up the 
House,” but he didn’t succeed in buying off the newspaper reporters. 
Next day a glowing and detailed account of the incident was pub­
lished, with numerous prophecies as to the probable outcome.
A few days later Robinson paused at Miss Bond’s desk with some 
work, and looking down quizzically at the top of the curly head, sa id : 
“ Say, I suppose it was only fun—or I mean I meant more-^-O, hang 
it—I wish you’d think about it. I know that I am supposed to be 
solemn and all that, and I don’t want you to tell me now, but I wish
you would think about it and^m aybe I won’t seem so terrible.”
# ^
Robinson was joked and congratulated alternately for the rest of 
the session, while Miss Bond displayed a sudden aversion to appearing 
before the members of the House.
Whatever were the theories as to Robinson’s being a solemn old 
owl, or the prophecies as to the probable outcome of the incident, let 
it suffice to say that at the opening of the next session of the State 
Legislature, Representative and Mrs. Robinson were registered in the 
Capital City.
—F. T§ ’09.
&
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MONTANA’S OUTLOOK.
The immediate needs of the University, if it is to meet the 
demands of the times, may be a matter of difference of opinion, and 
the writer expresses his opinion upon the kind invitation of the editor.
The State of Montana is a great empire in itself, with a great 
wealth of developed resources, and a greater -wealth of resources as 
yet undeveloped. The state has a great extent of tillable land, a large 
portion of which is now being cultivated, and thousands of acres 
going below the ditch annually. It has enough mountains to make an 
ordinary state, from which come precious minerals which have made 
many men wealthy. It has a vast extent of grazing land for horses, 
cattle and sheep. Its forest extent has had less cutting than most of 
the western states. New railroads, new settlers, new irrigation 
schemes, millions of fruit trees, great stretches of land thrown open 
for settlement, new saw mills, new mines, discoveries of coal, utiliza­
tion of water power in great quantities, all these give annually to 
Montana increased revenue from increasing tax list, which must con­
tinue to increase, with even greater rapidity, as the years come and go.
For this work men are needed, and Montana men should be given 
preference for Montana positions, and Montana people should give 
most liberally for the education of their sons .and daughters in home 
institutions. All professions need well drilled men to carry forward 
the great work of advancing the material and social prosperity of the 
state. What does the University of Montana need, to do her part in 
this great work?
On the part of the faculty there is needed assistance in two 
directions—increase in numbers and increase in compensation for 
those already employed. Additions to the teaching force are desired 
in the following courses or departments, although the order in which 
they are mentioned is not to be taken as the order of relative import­
ance. The departments of Geology and Physics, now in charge of one 
man, should be separated into distinct departments, with a professor 
in charge of each. These departments are of special importance in 
the education of young men who are to assist in developing material 
resources. Physics, with mathematics, is the basis of work in engi­
neering, mining, surveying, electricity and many other important 
lines of study. It is a great study, and should have the undivided
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efforts of a man in charge. So also with Geology. The vast deposits 
of ores will always call for men from all institutions; the great 
changes that have been wrought in the upheaval of our mountains, the 
deposits of clay, gypsum, coal, and other useful minerals; the wonder­
fully interesting topography of the state as modified by glaciers, 
lakes and rivers, demand the undivided attention of an instructor at 
the head of the department.
The department of Engineering needs additional teaching force. 
With a large percentage of the young men of the institution in engi­
neering, it must not be expected that two men can do justice to the 
work, even with ample supply of student help. As to just how the 
division should be made, the writer does not deem it wise to suggest.
The department of Mathematics has recently been divided, the 
division being in pure and applied mathematics. There is as great 
need for a division of the work in Modern Languages. It is impos­
sible for one man to teach three languages, two or three years in each, 
and do justice to the work. At present German, French and Spanish 
are taught by one man. There should be two, and this need has 
existed for several years.
Psychology and Education are taught by one man. There is a 
field in each subject for all the time and attention of one person. 
Either subject is of great importance to students, no matter whether 
they expect to make teachers or not. Their practical utility in the 
home, not to mention the great use as subjects of mental discipline 
and for information, are of prime importance.
Provision has been made for the selection of an instructor in 
Forestry. No state has so excellent an opportunity for developing a 
good Forestry school as Montana. The University is in the midst of 
the tracts set apart for National Forests. The headquarters of Dis­
trict No. 1, with half a hundred or more men, is located in the city; 
the University has three tracts of land on Flathead Lake, in the 
heart of the forest, for camping sites and for observational study. 
The new department needs, in addition to the instructor, a reference 
library, laboratory and working material, to the extent of perhaps a 
thousand dollars.
History and Economics are still combined under one man, who 
has plenty of work and classes to keep two mep busy. These depart­
ments should be separated as soon as possible.
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There is great need of an instructor in Elocution or Public 
Speaking, who will take charge of the work of drilling for public 
orations and for debate. These duties are now performed by the 
professors of English and History and Economics. While it  may be 
advantageous to divide the work to secure satisfactory results, it is 
certain that Public Speaking and Debate should be given prominence 
as useful in the curriculum.
While the arguments for increase in salary are many, it would 
seem they should be well known, and for the most part need no 
repetition here. The increased cost of living has gone far beyond the 
relative increase in salaries, and they never have been high enough, 
Salaried men get pinched on all sides when times are flush and prices 
on everything high. Money flows easily on all sides. The men are 
expected to support student affairs liberally, to join in the organiza­
tions of the community, which are for the industrial and social devel­
opment of the people; they are expected to take part in the affairs 
of the state when their services can be of use ; they want to attend 
educational gatherings where inspiration* cheer and helpful comrade­
ship may be enjoyed from time to time. They are called upon to 
give in every direction, and can scarcely escape. What wonder then, 
that with salaries smaller than are often paid in petty offices, they 
come out at the end of the year with flat pocketbooks and a feeling 
of lack of proper appreciation of service? The well paid man is held 
in much higher esteem than his poorly paid neighbor, even with 
equality of ability and labor. The salaries of the teaching force of 
the institution should be raised from twenty to twenty-five per cent.
The main argument for increased pay, which for many years has 
been raised and been passed unheeded, is that the pay for teaching 
never has been high enough, even where it is highest. Aside from the 
home influence there is no other that so much affects young people 
as that of the school, and the influence of the school is the influence 
of the teacher. It applies to higher studies as forcibly as in the 
kindergarten.
There is much in the ŵ ay of equipment, supplies and material 
needed at once. A few  are mentioned as viewed by the vrriter.
Some five or six thousand dollars wrill be needed for equipment of 
the new library building. The appropriation for the building wras 
not large, and a building smaller than the one erected would not be. 
commensurate writh the needs of the institution. The building is a
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fine looking, well-built structure, complete even to window shades 
and chandeliers, but lacking- desks, cases, chairs, etc. These neces­
saries will make the building complete, and will afford much 
needed room.
There is need of perhaps a thousand dollars for the gymnasium, 
for two purposes: (1) To complete the structure by supplying a
ceiling overhead, the absence of which causes unnecessary waste of 
heat, and in cold weather makes heating impossible. There is also 
urgent need of paint or varnish on the interior, necessary gymnasium 
apparatus and lockers. (2) The space now used should have a 
moveable partition so both men and women may occupy separate 
portions of it at the same time. As it is the men get by far the 
greater use of the building, although the women need it worse than 
the men.
In connection with the gymnasium may be mentioned the athletic 
field. During the Interscholastic meet there is a crowd from five to 
ten deep for a quarter of a mile in length along the fence, that can­
not be seated, and often on other occasions the crowd cannot be 
accommodated. Whether it comes from public or private sources 
there is urgent need of much greater capacity for spectators. For 
immediate needs from five hundred to a thousand dollars is desired.
In laboratory equipment, as viewed by one interested in labora­
tory work, there are many urgent needs. The department of Psychol­
ogy has an exceedingly limited supply of apparatus *for experimental 
study ; the department of Chemistry needs a stock of chemicals and 
glassware, as well as many pieces of important and necessary appar­
atus ; the engineering laboratories have a very modest equipment, and 
need it doubled. Physics has a very modest equipment for an insti­
tution of the grade of the University of Montana; Forestry is started, 
but the estimate of its needs has been given previously; the depart­
ment depending on the library rather than laboratory apparatus need 
a much larger supply of books, especially for advanced work; other 
departments not specifically mentioned above have immediate needs. 
An estimate of ten thousand dollars is placed on what the .various 
departments now organized or arranged for by the State Board of 
Education should have > to carry on present or prospective work to the 
greatest stage of proficiency. Present equipment precludes study 
for advanced degrees in most of the departments.
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A thousand dollars yearly, is not an extravagant amount to spend 
on printing bulletins, which include original investigations by mem­
bers of the faculty. Spch investigations are of vital importance in 
the state’s development. They should be encouraged and faculty 
members should be expected to pursue them. In addition to this,, 
they are the surest indication o f : life in the institution, and are a cer­
tain index to the outside world of the educational standard and activ­
ity of the institution.
The above fairly well states the present needs of the institution, 
although many minor points may have been § omitted. The list 
should not be closed without mentioning the needs of the Biological 
Station located at Flathead Lake, and of a dormitory or series of 
cottages for men. The Biological Station has for its use 160 acres of 
land, given by act of Congress, for its permanent use. Its utility is 
already established. With the development of the Forestry course, 
which will be rapid, this station will be of great u se; as a locality for 
summer study; and summer practical forestry study is the most 
important feature of the :work. Ten thousand dollars is a modest 
estimate of the cost of a needed building and necessary equipment. 
As to what a hall for men would cost others . will be able to give a 
better estimate.
Within the near future a building for Natural History must be 
erected, this to house the many valuable and priceless collections, and 
to give necessary space to the departments of Biology and Geology in 
their various phases.
In the above outline of needs the statements are not made in a 
pessimistic mood, but in the opposite sense; nor are they made with 
the idea of giving the impression that :the departments are not up 
to the standard with imperfect facilities. The departments have a 
good equipment of new and up-to-date material, with nothing old or 
useless. The work being done is of high grade, and the outlook for 
the future is very:bright. Students who have gone to other institu­
tions have ranked with the best, and their preparation has been care­
fully "examined. Students now in classes have the best the * country 
can supply. But the teaching force is pressed with too many classes 
and too many duties. There i s : now need for more advanced work, 
for graduate classes, and for greater facilities. Whether these facili­
ties and the material necessary are to be supplied from public or 
private sources is immaterial. In the judgment of the writer the sup­
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ply of the above . needs will place the institution on a high plane, 
where its friends have a right to see it placed,, and where they should 
assist in placing it, and that a t . an early date.
—M. J. E.
IN ONE SCENE.
The parlors of the “ H all” were empty when Ashburton entered, 
save for one man over near the fireplace, who, at the sound of foot­
steps, quit the magazine he was reading and looked up.
“ Why, Bradley,” said Ashburton, extending his hand, “ I didn’t 
know you were in this part of the country. Glad to see you. ’ ’
“ Y es,” said Bradley, “ same here. I was running through here 
and stopped to see—my sister. ”
“ Why, Brad, I didn’t know you had a sister here—why didn’t 
you let me know? I ’d have tried to make things pleasanter for her.” 
Oh—ah-r^I didn’t think; she has friends here, anyhow. I didn’t 
know you had any family either—especially sisters.”
“ I haven’t. I came up to see Miss Margaret Percy. I wonder, 
too, why she doesn’t arrive. ’ ’
I | Margaret P ercy! But why, how can you ? ’ ’
“ How can I? Why, just come; I often do; w e’re quite good 
friends. Heard of her?”
“ Heard of her! Why I—I should say I had. I—why that’s 
whom I ’m calling on now. ’ ’
“ It is? Why, then, you’re the brother she’s been telling me 
about?”
“ Did she tell you about my coming?”
“ Yes, but say—I—she’s not your sister! How could she be?” 
“ She could be my half-sister; but I don’t see—she’s not even that 
to you, is she?”
“ Why no, w e’re just friends. What made you ask such a 
question ? ’ ’
“ Well, do you tell the authorities you’re just friends?” 
“ Certainly. What should we tell them?”
“ Why—well, Margaret told me that only brothers could call.”
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“ Oh, there’s some mistake about that. I often call.”
“ Well, what made her tell me that?”
“ Oh, you misunderstood her.”
“ No—I, I—well, I guess not! I—hang it all, w e’re not related 
at all, only she said not to tell it to a soul or I couldn’t come to call; 
only brothers could. But you call.”
“ Yes, I call.”
“ Well, what did she want to say that for? Why shouldn’t I 
come as well as you?”
“ I ’m sure I don’t know. Er—has she any brothers do you 
know ? ’ ’
“ No she hasn’t .”
“ Hm— ” Ashburton’s voiced trailed off into silence. So she 
had no brothers; and yet, it was only the other evening she had told 
him she expected her brother—soon. He remembered her saying, as 
she looked off, out the window, that she wished he and her brother 
could know and like each other, though she did not anticipate their 
being able to meet. And this brother was only poor old Brad, duped 
to think that none but brothers could call. Why had she done it? 
There was no need to deceive the authorities, nor anyone, unless— 
Ever since Ashburton had met her in the fall, they had been 
great friends, perhaps a little more than that recently. In fact she 
had allowed him, practically, to monopolize her of late. He had 
hoped-—she seemed to like him pretty well—perhaps—could it be that 
she hoped too? He recalled having told her one time that he would 
never bother with a girl who kept more than one fellow “ on the 
string.” He rose suddenly. “ I think I can’t wait any longer, I 
have another engagement—and I should hate to intrude. I—good 
night;” he picked up his hat and was gone.
Bradley smiled after him. “ I don’t blame you,” he muttered. 
A moment or two later a girl entered the room. She glanced 
around nervously. “ Good evening,” she said, “ I—I thought— ” 
“ You thought Ashburton was here, eh?”
“ Why, yes— ”
“ Well, he’s gone. Say, i t ’s my opinion that you’ve been doing 
me about this brother business. What did you want to tell me a 
lot like that for ? ”
“ Why, what do you mean?”
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“ What do I mean? Hm—I know why yon had me be your
brother; you were afraid of losing him. Well—I ’m sorry, but I let 
the cat out of the bag, and Ashburton had another date, somewhere, 
and he went. ’ ’
“ Oh,” said the girl, looking with unseeing eyes deep into the 
fire. “ Oh, he went,” then she roused herself a little, “ but you’re 
still here, ’ ’ she finished lightly.
“ Y es,” he said, brightening, “ and I ’m not such a prig. I can 
see the joke. Ashburton doesn’t. ’ ’
“ N o,” said the girl, “ he doesn’t see the joke.”
Bradley talked on, while the girl silently stared into the flames. 
Presently one of her friends entered.
i6 W h y! ’’ the newcomer exclaimed, c c I thought Ashburton was
here.” •
“ N o,” said the girl, “ no, Ashburton is gone.”
A. W.
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To say that Montana, our University, has been honored by the 
recognition it has recently received from the fraternity world, is not 
stating the case too strongly. Kappa Kappa Gamma, one of the 
strongest and best women’s fraternities has granted a charter to one 
of our local chapters, and in doing so, was obliged to select it from a 
large number of petitioning chapters. The Key, the monthly publi­
cation of Kappa Kappa Gamma for December, makes this statement:
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“ Of the twenty-one petitions for charters during the last administra­
tion, only one received a favorable grand council vote, and that one 
is now being acted upon by the chapters.” It is needless to say that 
that one was Delta Sigma of . the University of Montana. This should 
mean much to our college. Mrs. Canby, the Grand President of the 
fraternity, during the spring of 1908, inspected the local chapter and 
naturally considered the environment in which it has lived and will 
live. The present standing of the institution and its prospects for 
the future—the great point of interest to all of us and to Montana as 
a whole, came under this consideration; for a fraternity of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma’s standing can not afford to establish itself where 
these things are not good and wholesome, and where it can not see 
far ahead into a future as bright and favorable as that of any of the 
other colleges—such as Minnesota, Michigan, Stanford and many 
others, where its life is carried on at the best advantage possible.
That the ideal in athletics is to be maintained at any cost is 
shown by the revelations following the close of the last semester. 
Some students either forgot or systematically overlooked the ruling 
that no student may take part in any intercollegiate athletic contest 
unless he has completed, without condition, at least twelve hours work 
the preceding semester. For these there are no excuses, and the 
general feeling prevails among them that they deserved what they got.
In the case of three of the “ flunked” ones, mistakes have been 
discovered—mistakes which, when corrected, put two of them back 
on firm ground, so to speak. A conditioned or flunked student, if 
he feels that he has been unfairly dealt with, can always appeal to 
the instructor or president, and receive an honest and complete 
explanation, or, if  there has been any mistake, have it straightened 
out at once. This seems a much better plan than giving vent to 
bursts of “ righteous indignation” among fellow students.
Most of the students express themselves as well pleased with the 
new ruling, based as it is upon scholarship. To take part in an inter­
collegiate game now will mean something more than the athletic 
honor. It will mean that more is required of him than of non-partici­
pants ; that he ranks in the first class of scholarship.
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The recent act of the Pan-TIellenic Council in raising the standard 
of pledging is worthy of special mention. Heretofore the fraternities 
have been restricted from pledging only until the first of October. 
The new action states that no person shall be pledged until he has 
completed at least twelve hours collegiate credit. This practically 
means that no pledging will be done until the close of the first semes­
ter. The council has followed the example of many eastern colleges 
and it is with the idea of raising the standard and benefiting all 
Persons involved, that this agreement has been passed.
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The month of January has been a very busy one in all the col­
leges of the state, because of the end of the first semester, and the 
work that always crowds up at the last. However, after much burn­
ing of the midnight oil, anxious faces and exams, the new semester 
is here.
Just as every New Y ear’s day we always make good resolutions,, 
so do students make good resolutions on the first day of a new semes­
ter. For a week or maybe a month even, the work, is kept up religi­
ously, but as spring advances the industrious spirit lags more and 
more.
Many a sad reckoning came with the end of the first semester. 
In none of the institutions of our state is there a total absence of the* 
“ C ’s ” and “ D ’s ” which strike such terror to a student’s heart, and 
especially the athlete, who finds he hasn’t made the required num­
ber of hours.
Wesleyan College at Helena is always ready to do their best in 
all intercollegiate sports, and they are improving. They played the 
first basket ball game of the series with the ’Varsity in the University 
of Montana gymnasium. There was a large crowd and they cheered 
the Wesleyan boys almost as much as their own team.
Bozeman and Butte have arranged to have intercollegiate games 
and we are all waiting to see if  Bozeman makes as good a showing as 
they did last year, or if  they are to meet their Waterloo in the Butte 
basket ball game as they did in the Butte foot ball game.
The School of Mines team is unusually fortunate in that there are 
five other basket ball teams with which they can compete. They are 
the High School team, the High School Faculty team, the Columbias, 
the Electrics and the W ’s. Each team plays the other twice, and 
so far the School of Mines has not lost a game. They have also 
defeated a Helena team, 26 to 19. College boys win every time.
At the Normal College every one is very busy, especially the 
Seniors, who have a great deal of practical work to do before they 
graduate.
This semester belongs especially to the Seniors in each institution, 
for it is their last. As they walk by in their caps and gowns, all our 
hearts beat a little faster, for they ..remind us that some day we, too,, 
shall be Seniors in our dear college, which ever one it may be.
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The Biological department of the University is in receipt of a 
number of publications by the Carnegie Museum. They record the 
investigations of Earl Douglass, a graduate student of the University 
of Montana in the year 1899. In June, ’99, he received his master 
degree, his thesis being entitled, “ Miocene Lake Beds of Montana.” 
He continued in the institution as an instructor until the following 
year, when he obtained a fellowship at Princeton. He has been con­
nected with the Carnegie Museum for some years. The publications 
which he has just prepared are as follows: Rhinoceroses from the
Oligocene and Miocene Deposits of North Dakota and Montana, issued 
April 1, 1908; Some Oligocene Lizards, April 1, 1908; Fossil Horses 
from North Dakota and Montana, April 1, 1908, and Vertebrate Fos­
sils from the Fort Union Beds, October 1, 1908. They contain minute 
descriptions and careful classifications of fossils found in the “ Little 
Bad Lands ’ ’ along the White River, on Flint Creek near New Chicago, 
and at Bear Butte, Sweet Grass County. Some of the specimens of 
the rhinoceros and camel described, were for some time on exhibition 
in the University Museum.
Mr. W ill Dickinson, ’05, and Mrs. Avery May Dickinson, ’05, 
with their little son, have removed- to Missoula. Mr. Dickinson is. 
going into business with J. M. Orvis.
We learn that Mrs. Frances Nuckolls Kelly, ’07, is rejoicing in 
the arrival of a little daughter, born January twenty-second.
Also we hear that Mrs. Lu Knowles Maxey, ’00, has another son,
born January tenth.
«/
Miss Minta McCall, ’08, and Miss Helen Goddard, ’08, are visit­
ing Mrs. Cora Averill Poole, ’07, at Joliette, Montana.
Mr. Vincent Craig, ’08, is taking graduate work in Forestry in 
the University of Montana.
Mr. Laurence Goodbourne, ’07, is now living in Roseburg, Wash­
ington.
The engagement of Miss Fay Murphy, ’06, to- Mr. James Gillie 
of Seattle, has been announced.
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THE ASSOCIATED ENGINEERS.
The Associated Engineers held a meeting on February 2, in 
~Evan’s Hall. Although the attendance was not as large as could be 
wished, those present found it most profitable and interesting.
The speaker of the evening was Mr. Beckwith, a prominent engi­
neer of the Northern Pacific. His lecture on the construction and 
operation of railroads was, to a high degree, interesting and instruc­
tive. Concise descriptions of the different phases of railroading were 
made more clear by blackboard diagrams illustrating the different 
points presented. It has been said that “ If 'you give an engineer 
money enough he can build a railroad to the moon. * t Such an experi­
ment might prove interesting to the passenger, but not profitable to 
the stockholder. The engineer must not be content to run a line 
between the points designated by his employer. He must make a nice 
adjustment between the profit and expense accounts so that the bal­
ance will be in the proper column. His duties do not end with the 
preliminary survey and the final construction. Many roads would 
be long in the building if  the corporation had employed, not a sur­
veyor, but an engineer. Small points decide the success or the finan­
cial failure of a road. The arrangement of the yards and switches is 
quite as important as the debate between switch-back and tunnel. 
Terminii and traffic are of equal importance to the railroad engineer. 
His success depends less upon transit and level than upon his ability 
as sage and seer. In regard to the road referred to above, his knowl­
edge of the long span bridge is less important than his ability to 
accurately judge the probable trade with the Selenites at the distant 
terminus and the value to the lovelorn of the ceaseless moonbeams at 
the way stations.
FORESTRY LECTURES.
The second lecture in the series on Forestry, was delivered by 
F. A. Silcox, assistant district forester of District No. 1. He spoke 
on “ The Development of Forestry in the United States.’’ The lec-
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ture was illustrated by special stereopticon views. In conclusion, Mr. 
Silcox said: 4‘The principal object of the National Forest is use.
The policy governing these great store-houses of natural wealth is not 
one of locking up and rendering inaccessible, but of conserving and 
multiplying them and making them available to consumers. ’’
On January 20, A. W. Cooper, chief of the Silviculture depart­
ment, continued the Forestry lecture series with an address on “ The 
National Forest Timber Lands; Estimates and Working Plans.99
D. T. Mason, assistant chief of Silviculture, gave the next lec­
ture on “ The Management of a National Forest; Timber Lands; Tim­
ber Sales.9 9 This lecture was illustrated with stereopticon views.
The fifth  lecture in the Forestry course, was delivered by E. C. 
Clifford, chief of planting. His subject was “ Tree Planting in the 
National Forest,” and was made all the more instructive by the use 
of lantern illustrations. In the course of his remarks, Mr. Clifford 
said: “ However, at the present time, a long step may be taken
toward protecting the state’s future welfare by giving active support 
to the work that the Forestry service is doing. It is a big under­
taking, which will require hard work, extensive experiments, and the- 
expenditure of large sums. For this reason it must be inaugurated 
and, for the most part, carried through by the government, but it 
rests in the hands of the private citizens as to whether it shall be 
prosecuted systematically on a scale of sufficient size to bring about 
its most beneficial results.”
HAWTHORNE LITERARY SOCIETY.
With a court room scene that far rivaled the Merchant o f  
Venice, the Hawthorne Literary Society successfully pulled off the 
long expected “ Mock Trial.”
The scene was laid in the State of College Life, County of Haw­
thorne, City of Montana Campus. Judge Underwood, erstwhile pro­
fessor of History and Economics of the University of Montana, pre­
sided and was absolutely impartial in his decisions, only so far as 
they were outside the bounds of law. The crime was that of kid­
napping. The principals of the action were Laura Johnson and 
Mamie Burke, the complainants, and Daniel*M. Conner, the defend­
ant. The now noted Attorneys at Law, Warren and O ’Rourke, werq
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"the prosecuting attorneys, while Robt. C. Line and William A. Ben­
nett, wsere for the defense.
The Misses Johnson, McFarland, Wright, Graham, Steele and 
‘Clanton were the six “ co-eds” tried and true, and acted their part 
v^ell, even if  they were constantly asked to “ take note” by the junior 
attorney for the state.
After the thorough examination of the principal witness and the 
expert witnesses, Miss Stewart and J. B. Speer, the judge discharged 
the jury, claiming that if  the court was in the same position it would 
have done the same thing.
A fine audience turned out to the trial. The Hawthorne takes 
the liberty to thank all those that helped to make the Mock Trial 
a success.
A. S. U. M.
The Associated Students held a rousing basket ball rally January 
27, at 1 1 :30. Yell-Leader Stoddard led the yelling and singing, while 
President Greenwood and Basket Ball Captain Hamilton, made 
extremely hopeful speeches as to the outcome of the state basket ball 
contest. In the course of his remarks, Hamilton said: “ We have
almost the identical team this year that we had last, with perhaps a 
little more experience. I f  the student body can see to the rooting, the 
“team can be depended upon for the rest.
During the rally Manager L. C. Plant gave his semi-annual report 
and figured out a series of mathematical deductions, by means of 
profit and loss, as to the financial standing of the A. S. U. M. treas­
ury. With a cheerful prospect as to basket ball and a detailed view 
of expenses the rally was adjourned.
THE HALL.
The girls of Woman’s Hall gave another of their delightful par­
ties in the vacation between semesters. About fifty  invitations were 
issued and the evening was spent in dancing. At a late hour refresh­
ments were served and the guests left declaring the Hall girls charm­
ing hostesses.
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SICENCE ASSOCIATION.
The Science Association held a live meeting on January 13, in 
the Biological rooms. The main paper of the evening was given by 
Mr. Arthur, instructor in Chemistry. In it he dealt with explosives, 
their chemical composition and relative strength. He illustrated his 
talk with many experiments. This topic of explosives was very inter­
esting and was thoroughly instructive. Millard Bullerdick vividly 
described his ascent of Mount Sentinel during the recent snowstorm 
and explained the methods used in taking weather observations. 
Also Wilfred Winninghof gave a description of the ordinary weather 
instruments used at the University station.
The scientists are especially active this year and many more 
enthusiastic meetings are to be arranged.
MUSIC CLUB.
Two enthusiastic meetings of the Music Club were held in Jan­
uary. On the eleventh, Mrs. Book entertained the club, and work for 
the coming year was planned.
On January 25, Eva Coffee entertained the club. Reports from 
standing committees were made and election of officers took place. 
Roberta Satterthwaite was re-elected president. Zona Shull was 
elected vice-president, and Fay Foster, secretary and treasurer. It 
is the plan of the club to study the American composers and to devote 
a month to each one.
CLARKIA.
“ George W. Cable’’ was the subject of the Clarkia meeting held 
on January 18th. After the business of the society was over, the fol­
lowing program was given: “ Short Review of His Life and Works”
by Helen Weir; “ Reading from His Works,” Lucy Whitaker.
On January 25, Clarkia held its annual election. The follow­
ing officers were chosen : President, Daisy Penman; vice-president,.
Frances Foster; secretary, Edith Steele; treasurer, May Graham;* 
censors, Mamie Burke, Roberta Satterthwaite; critic, Bess Bradford
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Y. W. C. A.
The Y. W. C. A. held its first January meeting in Convocation 
Hall at eleven-thirty on the 13th. Dorothy Green opened the meeting 
with a violin solo. An address on “ Is Life Worth Living?” was 
given by Rev. J. W. Tait.
The second meeting of the Y. W. C. A. in January was held on 
the 27th. Mrs. Duniway talked to the girls on Y. W. C. A. spirit 
and each member profited by her remarks.
THE SENIORS.
On Wednesday, February 3, the Seniors celebrated their Swing  
Out, appearing for the first time in their caps and gowns at Convo­
cation. Mrs. Whitaker provided special music and President Duni­
way delivered a short and earnest address to the class of 1909. A fter  
Convocation an enthusiastic jolly up and spread were indulged in by 
the class in the Senior office, and many pictures, large with dignity 
and shining with wisdom were taken.
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Michigan medics will study hypnotism next year.
Michigan. Harvard and Illinois offer courses in landscape gar­
dening.
Teached asked her scholars for some very long sentences. One 
hoy wrote: ? ‘ Imprisonment for life. ’ ’
Swarthmore College, a Friends’ institution, has eliminated all sec­
tarian requirements from its charter.
The fellow whose grades are down so that he flunks, will have 
an up grade pull when he leaves college.
Over fifty  per cent of the student body of Whitman College is 
practically putting itself through college.
A large number of students in the University of Washington 
are electing journalism as a major study.
A newly elected legislature in Kansas will attempt to get a bill 
through forbidding fraternities in all the state schools.
Washington State College is the most recent institution to decide 
to give college credit to the editor of the college newspaper.
“ Just Out of College” and “ Brown of Harvard” are rival pro­
ductions of the literary societies of many Western colleges.
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A sign hung in a conspicuous place in a store in Lawrence: 
“ Man is made of dust. Dust settles. Are you a man?”
A club called the “ Nephews and Nieces of Uncle S i” has been 
organized at Washington for the cultivation of the barn dance.
The University of Michigan was the first institution in the 
United States to establish a full professorship of elocution and oratory.
For the first time in the history of the University of Minnesota, 
classes are being held on Sunday. They are organized in the depart­
ment of Surgery.
Abbot Lawrence Lowell, professor of Political Science at Harvard, 
has been elected to succeed President Elliott as the executive head 
of the university.
“ Nature plans well for mankind’s needs.”
I \ I should say so. What could be more convenient than ears to 
hook spectacles over?”
Washington State College has an honor day on which the liter­
ary, athletic and military honors of the semester are distributed by 
the president before the assembled students.
Franklyn McVey, formerly professor of economics at the Uni­
versity of Minnesota, has been elected president of the University of 
South Dakota, to succeed Webster Merrifield.
The dean of Brown University recommends the abolition of con­
dition examinations. He thinks that if  finals are really finals, the 
men will be influenced to keep up their work during the year.
At the University of Missouri everyone expecting to take part in 
the preliminaries, must register for a course devoted to the study of 
questions that the university will use in its intercollegiate debates.
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The Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition will be held next summer 
on the University of Washington campus. A six hundred thousand 
dollar appropriation to the fair from the state goes to permanent 
buildings for the university.
First-year students in several universities are placed under
faculty members who act as their advisors in all matters. This 
1/
system makes it certain that each new student is properly looked 
after at a time when he most needs aid and advice.
The Nebraska University ladies are exhibiting a great deal of 
solicitude concerning the men’s financial affairs. The Girls’ Pan- 
Hellenic Council is now considering a motion to the effect that all 
girls refuse to attend university men to dances in hacks unless the 
weather is inclement.
Two hundred and thirty of the leading colleges and universities 
including Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Columbia, Pennsylvania, etc., 
have been invited to take part in the A. Y. P. E. meet to be held next 
summer on the University of Washington campus. The meet will be 
the largest ever held in the northwest and will take place in the new 
Stadium.
Notre Dame has one of the fastest basket ball teams in the West, 
having defeated the Chicago “ Y ” team, acknowledged as one of the 
best teams in the United States, by a score of 27-5, last week. As an 
instance of Notre Dame’s strength this year, three of last year’s team 
are playing as substitutes, having been beaten out by new material 
this winter.
The Senior Academics at Minnesota have ordered a specially 
designed cap and gown to be wyorn by their chief executive to dis­
tinguish him from the other members of the class. At the close of 
each year the cap and gown will be handed over into the keeping of 
the Junior class president, who will be its custodian till the Senior 
election.
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All our students know that at Seattle next summer will be held 
the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, but everyone does not know 
that there is to be a collegiate athletic meet held there for the benefit 
of college athletics. The Kaimin has rceived an official notice to that 
effect and along with it came some other interesting items.
The Exposition will open June 1, and close October 16, and the 
main exhibit and state buildings are now finished. Some of these are 
permanent structures to be used as buildings for the University of 
Washington. By the opening day the “ Pay Streak,” the grounds, 
the Alaskan-Yukon territory and Oriental exhibitions will be ready 
for inspection.
Committees have been appointed to arrange for the athletics and 
some contests are already arranged which include a great variety of 
events, such as army, navy, militia and Y. M. C. A. sports, the Mara­
thon race, equestrian events, tennis, rowing, swimming, canoeing and 
tugs-of-war. The railroad rates announced are extremely low and 
the notice states that there will be a choice of route both going and 
coming. There will also be rates from Seattle to Alaska, the 
Hawaiian Islands and the Orient. The climate of Seattle is very 
favorable to training as the air is cool and bracing and the water 
from the mountain streams in the Puget Sound region is “ the finest 
in the land.’ 9
Early in the summer, at a time when it will be most convenient 
for all the competitors, wilk be held the “ National Meet” open to 
college men only. The committees are very desirous to hear from all 
possible competitors as early as possible, in order to arrange dates 
which shall interfere the least with the proposed plans of students. 
There will be individual medals and team cups offered, and they will 
be of such a character as to add greatly to the honor of winning not 
only for one’s self but for one’s Alma Mater in a National Meet. 
There will be the standard track and field events; also relay races 
and cross-country runs. Along with this meet will be held a series 
of base ball, basket ball and tennis games, besides boxing, wrestling 
and other special features. Some of the novel features of this great 
meet will be the relay races to be arranged between teams representing
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the Atlantic states, the Middle states, Rocky Mountain states, the 
Pacific Coast, Canada and the Western Indians.
The Kaimin urges the Montana athletes to enter this meet if  
possible. Victory comes most often to the faithful and Montana has 
faithful men. Then, too, it would place your University in the eyes 
of the public, thus bringing your Alma Mater unto her own. Per­
sonal glory is often sweet, too, and when this “ National Meet” takes 
place, let us hope Montana will be well represented.
—R. L. S., ’10.
Address all correspondence to Dean Milnor Roberts, University 
of Washington, Seattle, Washington.
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Prof. Snoddy—“ Now note any incidents walking home.”
Stone (as he came out of the sanctum sanctorum)—“ Well, I ’m 
‘D ’------ ‘d .’ ”
#  sfc
Evidently since the new semester the ’Varsity has “ Duniway” 
with athletics.
* * #
Prof. Harkins (in Lab.)—“ I usually use a jug, but a flask will 
be all right for you, Miss Preeser. ’ ’
* *
Ladies’ Tan Rubbers. Get them also at H arker’s Exclusive 
Shoe Store.
# # #
Freshman—“ What does chiffonier mean?”
Tait—* ‘ Oh, that’s feminine for chef. ’ ’
s g g s  ^  § £
Simons’ A rtistic Frames and Pictures, 312 Higgins Avenue.
 ̂ ^
Simpson— ‘ ‘ This cocoa is way ahead of the coffee. ’ ’
Arthur— “ Oh, I see; you drank the coffee first.”
* # #
A rtis ts ’ Materials at Simons’.
ife ifc #
W ANTED— One specimen of Prof. Harkins’ radium to show; 
one small darkroom of Prof. E lrod’s in which to show it; one bunch 
of* ’Varsity girls—pretty ones—to whom to show it.-—J.*S. S.
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Harkins—‘ ‘ What would happen if  I should put a piece of dyna­
mite over this flame.9 9
Student (after much thought)-*-ccWhy, I guess the flame would 
go out, wouldn ’t it ?9 9
'Sqilj •
M ix <& Soils, TVoocl Yard.
“ Mary has a bulldog
She’s lost her little lamb,
And where the poor thing’s gone to 
She doesn’t give a—bingo.”
Mix & Sons, Groceries.
Mr. Arthur—“ Well, I hope you learned something in Chem. this 
last semester. Any way you know some of the symbols, such as C 
stands for carbon, and—
Bright Student—“ Also for ‘canned.’ ”
Get the newest things at H drker’s Exclusive Shoe Store.
AT THE DORM PARTY.
Jenny (holding a chocolate behind her)—“ Which hand do you 
want ? ’9
Berney—“ Y ou’re the first girl who ever asked me that.”
Patent Leather Dancing Pumps at H arker9s.
College Posters at Simons9.
O N  T H E  C A M P U S
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WHAT ’S THE USE ?
W hat’s the use of always studying and attending ever} 
W hat’s the use of getting 90’s when a 65 will pass ? 
Here am I, having lots of fun,
But the poor dig, where is he?
Oh, gee! the 90s and the digs—the 90s and the digs 
Are not for me.
class
*
THE FOND PARENT.
“ I t ’s just the things I want the most,” 
Said Johnny boy one day,
“ You say I really m ustn’t have,
It always goes that w ay.”
“ Now, Johnny,” said his father dear, 
His hand on Johnny’s arm,
“ When have I ’ere denied you aught 
Unless ’twould do you harm?
“ I know I wouldn’t let you l*ave 
A little Latin pony;
But see, we have a fat clothes horse—  
And Latin mares are bony.
“ I wouldn’t let you spend a lot 
On black-jack, stud and draw;
A savings bank I got for you,
Now wasn’t that good of pa?
“ And if you want to take a girl,
(Boys will be boys, ’tis true) —
Just let her know an hour ahead,
And S is’ll go with you.
■ ‘ Each month I give you all you need* 
And fifty  cents to blow,
I ’m sure you haven’t got a kick,
When I indulge you so .”
